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TL; DR: We propose Differentially Private In-Context Learning (DP-ICL) to enable Large 
language Models  to adapt to new tasks while maintaining the privacy of in-context exemplars.  

In-Context learning (ICL):
● Emerging capabilities of LLMs that can adapt to the 

downstream tasks without updating parameters.[1] 
● ICL incorporates training data and labels directly into prompts 

when querying an LLM.
● Motivation: ICL does not inherently offer privacy guarantees on 

the training data (might contain confidential data).

Background:
● Numerous third-party entities, including hospitals and banks, 

are attempting to harness the power of Large Language Models 
(LLMs) by augmenting LLMs with proprietary private data.

Differential Privacy:
● Definition [2]: A randomized algorithm 𝑀 is (𝜀, 𝛿)-differentially 

private if for every pair of adjacent dataset 𝐷, 𝐷′ differing in 
one entry and every output set 𝑆 ⊆ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (𝑀), we have
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● DP in ICL: 𝑀 functions as an in-context learning (ICL) 
algorithm, producing answers to queries by utilizing private 
data as in-context exemplars. If ICL algorithm adheres to 
differential privacy, it should generate similar outputs even 
when the in-context exemplars vary. 

Results on Document Question Answering:
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Ablation Studies:

Private Aggregation for Text Classification:

Differentially Private In-Context Learning (DP-ICL):
1. Subsample the private downstream dataset using Poisson sampling.
2. Partition the subsampled sensitive data into separate subsets, each comprising 
a collection of exemplars.
3. Augment user’s query with all exemplars formatted accordingly.
4. The model then processes each exemplar-query pair and generates 
corresponding outputs.
5. Aggregate the outputs with a differentially private mechanism.

Privacy Attacks on ICL:
● Malicious user can design a 

specific prompt that bypasses 
system instructions and directly 
extracts the private data 
contained in the prompt, which 
introduces significant privacy 
concerns. 

Private Aggregation for Language Generation:
● Challenges: How to maintain the utility of the privately aggregated 

sentences while safeguarding the privacy guarantee.
● Solution1: Embedding Space Aggregation (ESA): Map the 

output sentences into the embedding space (via embedding 
model). Private aggregate the embeddings and reconstruct to 
sentence.

● Solution2: Keyword Space Aggregation (KSA): Decompose 
output sentences into individual words and form a histogram 
based on their frequencies. Privately select the keywords 
reconstruct the sentence by re-querying the LLM API.

RNM-Gaussian Mechanism: 
We first count the output 
labels and put them in a 
histogram. Next, we add 
Gaussian noise to this 
histogram. Finally, we release 
the label with the highest noisy 
count.
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Takeaway: DP-ICL demonstrates 
comparable performance to non-
private ICL across all tasks.
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